With the progress of detection techniques, the number of low-mass and small-size exoplanets is increasing rapidly. However their characteristics and formation mechanisms are not yet fully understood. The metallicity of the host star is a critical parameter in such processes and can impact the occurence rate or physical properties of these planets. While a frequency-metallicity correlation has been found for giant planets, this is still an ongoing debate for their smaller counterparts. Using the published parameters of a sample of 157 exoplanets lighter than 40 M ⊕ , we explore the mass-metallicity space of Neptunes and Super-Earths. We show the existence of a maximal mass that increases with metallicity, that also depends on the period of these planets. This seems to favor in situ formation or alternatively a metallicity-driven migration mechanism. It also suggests that the frequency of Neptunes (between 10 and 40 M ⊕ ) is, like giant planets, correlated with the host star metallicity, whereas no correlation is found for Super-Earths (<10 M ⊕ ).
INTRODUCTION
Thanks to continuous improvements of detection techniques, the list of known exoplanets has exponentially increased these twenty past years. More specifically a new population of low-mass or small-size exoplanets has emerged both from the high-precision radial velocity surveys (Mayor et al. 2009; Howard et al. 2009 ) and high-precision photometric surveys (Baglin 2003; Borucki & Koch 2011) . Arbitrarily this population usually distinguishes Neptune like objects, with a mass from 10 to 40 M⊕ and a radius from 2 to 6 R⊕, and super-Earths, with a mass from 2 to 10 M⊕ and a radius smaller than 2 R⊕. To investigate the properties of the different planet populations in the low mass regime, and explore possible correlation between their physical properties, it is however required to get a large sample of planets with parameters accurately determined.
Among the properties of exoplanet host stars, the metallicity was early identified as a key element for giant gaseous planets. It has been well established that the occurrence rate of giant planets increases with metallicity, e.g. Gonzalez (1997) ; Laws et al. (2003) ; Santos et al. (2005) ; Sousa et al. (2008) . Nevertheless, for low-mass exoplanets such a corre-E-mail: bastien.courcol@lam.fr lation was not observed (.e.g. Sousa et al. (2008) ; Ghezzi et al. (2010) ; Mayor et al. (2011); Sousa et al. (2011) ). Jenkins et al. (2013) claim the existence of a minimal mass for super-Earth objects that increases with host star metallicity. More recently Wang & Fischer (2015) , based on Kepler results, pointed out a universal correlation between the occurrence rate and the host star metallicity, which is weaker for terrestrial planets.
We took advantage of the increasing number of lowmass exoplanets published so far to explore and better quantify the possible correlation between their mass and the metallicity of their host star. Section 2 presents the sample of low mass planets we used. In section 3, we study the mass-metallicity diagram and show the existence of a upper boundary in the mass-metallicity plane as well as investigate its correlation with the period. Section 4 details the impact of this mass-metallicity trend on the frequency of low-mass planets. We discuss our findings in Section 5 and finally present our conclusions in the Section 6. better than 20% and a precision on the metallicity index [Fe/H] better than 0.2 dex. It was built on the basis of the main websites exoplanets catalogs : the NASA Exoplanet Archive 1 , exoplanets.org and exoplanet.eu. The metallicities, planetary masses and other parameters were carefully cross-checked between catalogs. We also included 44 planets from Mayor et al. (2011) as they are already present in the exoplanet.eu database, updated by the recent resubmitted version (private communication). This new set of low-mass planets increases the size of the sample by 27% but do not change nor impact our results.
The final list with references is displayed in Annex tables. It contains 157 planets with masses and metallicities ranging from 1.13 M⊕ to 38.1 M⊕ and from -0.89 to 0.39 dex respectively. The stellar type of the host stars range from M to F. We note that 88% of the planets have periods less than 100 days. Twenty five planets were detected in transit, including some planets with masses determined by transit timing variations (TTVs), emphasizing the small overlap between radial velocity and transit surveys.
Due to the multiplicity of the sources, there is no uniform metallicity determination method. Moreover, in some cases, the results of the different methods wildly disagree, with differences that can reach ∼0.3 dex (Johnson & Apps 2009; Neves et al. 2012) . To mitigate that effect, that could induce biases, we used the metallicity values from SWEETCat (Santos et al. 2013 ) whenever possible. This catalog aims at determining atmospheric parameters of exoplanet host stars in the most uniform way possible using the same methodology as well as compile values in the literature in a way that optimizes the uniformity, making them more suitable for statistical studies of stars with planets. In the present case 134 of our 157 planets, in 80 of the 97 systems, are present in the catalog. We note that the remaining planets are quite uniformly distributed in the parameters space and should not introduce any significant bias.
THE MASS-METALLICITY DIAGRAM

On the existence of an exclusion zone
The planetary minimal mass/host star metallicity diagram is presented in Figure 1 . While a connection between mass and metallicity is obvious, to describe it as a correlation would be misleading as the mass does not necessarily increase with the host star metallicity. A more adequate description would be that there is a maximum mass that increases with metallicity i.e. an upper boundary, or that there is an exclusion zone in the upper left part of the Figure 1 , that is high masses and low metallicity.
This type of dependency between two parameters is unusual and might be interpreted at first glance by a bias in the sample, as the dispersion of the mass increases with metallicity. First, biases related to the stellar type should be reviewed. Low mass planets are more easily detected around M dwarves because of their lower masses. Additionnaly, the precise determination of the metallicity of these stars is more difficult. However, when removing all the M dwarves from the data, the shape of the exclusion zone remains the 1 http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/index.html same. More generally, as explaned in section 2, the use of SWEET-Cat should prevent any bias caused by different metallicity determination methods.
Furthermore, such a bias cannot be observational in nature, as it is the low-mass planets that are the hardest to detect that are found at low metallicity. Small planets orbiting low-metallicity host stars are the most difficult to detect, because of the much lower number of spectral features that can be exploited to obtain a precise radial velocity measurement. Furthermore, if more massive planets would have existed in these systems, they should have been detected.
This exclusion region cannot be explained either by a bias in the angle i between the plane of the system and the line of sight, which is unknown for most planets in this sample. The distribution of i is a purely geometrical effect that is not linked to the stellar metallicity. We also note that the number of transiting planets for which the true mass is known is small in this mass domain. However, from a statistical point of view, the use of the minimal mass instead of the true mass should not significantly change the shape of this distribution, but only raise it by ∼15%. For this reason, and for the sake of simplicity, the general term 'mass' will be used hereafter instead of 'minimal mass' (or 'true mass'), except where a distinction is needed.
The only possible type of bias would then come from differences in the completeness in period of surveys focusing on either end of the metallicity range. If the periods probed around low metallicity stars are significantly shorter than high metallicity stars, it could explain the trend in Figure  1 if Neptune-like planets are preferentially located at longer periods. However that cannot be the case, because the periods of the planets are not correlated with the metallicity. We discuss further this point in section 3.3. Additionnally, we could set up a strict period criterium to ensure a homogeneous completeness of the sample. If we discard all the planets at periods greater than 10 days (95), the general shape of the mass/metallicity diagram in Figure  1 does not change.
We finally explored the underlying population distribution in different [Fe/H] bins. To that purpose we divided our sample in 3 sub-samples of increasing metallicity with approximately the same number of planets. Assuming a poissonnian noise, we checked that each sub-sample can be phenomenogically described by a single gaussian function within the error bars (cf Figure 2) . This is an additional evidence that biases are not correlated with [Fe/H] and therefore could not explain the exclusion zone. We also note that, as expected, the mean and the dispersion of the gaussians increase with the metallicity.
Determination of the upper boundary
It is possible to define a mass-metallicity boundary separating the planets from the exclusion zone. To determine its shape we computed the cumulative distribution of planetary masses over a succession of metallicity bins. To account for the error bars and the possibility of outliers, each mass is weighted by the inverse of its precision. The "maximum mass" of the bin is set as the 97% limit of this cumulative weighted distribution. The extremum bins (at -0.9 and 0.4 dex) are set to the closest bin value to overcome boundary effects. The green dashed line on Figure 1 is the limit derived with this method with bins centered every 0.1 dex and 0.25 dex wide (therefore overlapping, to smooth the limit). Modifying the bin size and spacing can slightly change the shape of the boundary, without any significant impact.
The main characteristic of the boundary is a monotonous increase of the maximal mass with [Fe/H]. For metallicities above -0.5, the trend seems linear. We therefore performed a linear regression on the boundary to get a simple relation approximating Mmax (in M⊕) as a function of [Fe/H] (1)
For metallicities below -0.5, the boundary is rather flat. However the reality of this plateau is questionable as it relies only on one peculiar planet, Kapteyn's c (Anglada-Escudé et al. 2014). Its host is an old sub-M dwarf of the halo, the only one of the sample, which has a singular metallicity of -0.89 dex with no associated error. Moreover the orbital period of Kapteyn's c is among the longest of the sample: 121.5 days. It is possible that the planetary properties of such systems are different and that the flat trend is not representative of the global population.
Correlation with the period
The unusual nature of this connection between the planetary mass and the stellar metallicity could be explained by the existence of correlations with other parameters. We therefore investigate a possible correlation with the orbital period. The Figure 3 , top panel, represents the mass-metallicity plane, with the logarithm of the period as the color scale. We notice that the planets closer to the limit tend to have longer period compared to those farther away. Moreover, the few planets that are slightly above the defined boundary all have periods greater than 100 days. This is also the case of Kapteyn's c, which is responsible of the questionable plateau for extremely low metallicities. This can be best seen in the bottom panel, which represents log P versus Mmax −M planet , i.e. the vertical distance to the boundary as defined by the equation 1 (although we did not allow Mmax to increase further than 40 M⊕ as it is the limit of our sample). When performing a linear regression in the data (the blue dotted line in the bottom panel), we obtain the following relation:
Mmax − M planet = −7.15 ± 1.17 × log P + 24.17 ± 1.6M⊕ (2) For this regression we used an identical weight for all the planets. Indeed, in this sample, the uncertainties on the mass are not homogeneously computed. Moreover, other sources of uncertainties should be taken into account in the error on the distance to the boundary (e.g. the uncertainty introduced by the sin(i), the error on the position of the limit) that are beyond the scope of this paper. There is consequently no solid argument to give more weight to some planets.
The parameters of the linear regression are significantly constrained (3.08 σ for the slope), although the dispersion of the residuals is quite high. Similarly, the Pearson correlation coefficient of this data set is of -0.44, but the probability of the no-correlation hypothesis (P-value) is of 8e-9. This means that while the correlation between log(P ) and Mmax − M planet is weak, it is very significative. This result indicates the upper limit decreases for short period planets. More interestingly, this also suggests that Neptune-like planets could still exist around metal-poor stars, but at longer periods.
On the existence of a lower boundary
Jenkins et al. (2013) also discussed of the possible correlations between mass and metallicity for low mass planets. Their study, based on the exoplanets.org database as of 2012, focused on a smaller range of masses (0 to 19 M⊕) and metallicity (-0.5 dex to 0.5 dex). Instead of a correlation, they proposed the existence of a lower boundary, increasing linearly from 0 M⊕ at -0.2 dex to 9.5 M⊕ at 0.5 dex.
With a sample tripled in size, 121 planets in our study instead of 36 in Jenkins et al 2013 in the same massmetallicity range, it is possible to test this boundary with a better reliability. Our sample is represented in Figure 4 in their mass-metallicity range. Eight planets are found below this boundary (the orange dashed line), 3 of them (alpha Cen B b, HD 134606 b, GJ 876 d) at more than 1 σ if we consider conservative errors in [Fe/H] of at least 0.1 dex. This boundary therefore does not hold up when faced to new detections.
IMPACT ON THE FREQUENCY OF SMALL PLANETS
The limit between Neptune and Super-Earths is difficult to place. Currently, no clear mass criterium exists to discriminate these two populations, either observationnally or physically motivated. This can be explained by three reasons. First, degeneracies in planet interiors models make the categorization uncertain for a range of scenarios. Second, the existence of transitional planets (Mini-Neptunes, Mega-Earths or low density Super-Earths) can further scramble the limit to an extent that is currently unknown. And finally, there is a lack of observational constrains with only 25 small planets with a relatively well measured density. Consequently we can only choose an arbitrary mass to define "Neptune-mass" and "Super-Earth" planets, in this case the widely used 10 M⊕. However, we can already perceive different statistical behaviors with the current sample. Figure 5 , shows the number of "Neptune-mass" planets (between 10 and 40 M⊕) as a function of the metallicity (green solid curve). The shape of this distribution cannot be used as an occurence rate, as the planets come from many sources with different selection biases, methods and detection performances. Nonetheless, it gives an important clue. One can see that the distribution drops to 0 at -0.4 dex for the whole sample (green curve), which is coherent with the shape of the exclusion zone. This implies that at the first order, the frequency of Neptunes is correlated to metallicity, with no Neptunes around very sub-metallic stars. Beyond that observation, it would not be surprising that the frequency of Neptunes do follow the observed distribution at low metallicities and steadily decrease to reach 0. SuperEarths (smaller than 10 M⊕, blue dotted curve in Figure 5 ) on the other hand, are present at all metallicities. We note that this is still true for all limit masses used to define Neptunes and Super-Earths between 8 and 15 M⊕. This result differ from previous studies (Ghezzi et al. 2010; Mayor et al. 2011; Sousa et al. 2011 ). In the study of 582 FGK stars of a HARPS volume limited subsample of Sousa et al. (2011) , the metallicity of Neptunian hosts is rather flat compared to that of the stars hosting jovians, although they could not achieve statistically meaningful results due to small numbers. Mayor et al. (2011) present a flat, metal poor (<0.2 dex besides one exception) distribution for planets less massive that 30 M⊕. Finally Ghezzi et al. (2010) also found a flat relative frequency for Neptune-mass hosts in regard to the metallicity, even when adding planets from the literature to their results. Complementary to these observational results, Mordasini et al. (2012) reported no correlation between the protoplanetary disk metallicity and the frequency of Neptunes using formation models.
Two factor may explain this discrepancy. First, the number of planets used in our study is much larger and therefore more statistically reliable. Second, the previous studies on this matter seldom make the distinction between Neptunes and Super-Earths, and sometimes define "Neptunes" as any planet with a mass lower than a given value (25 M⊕ in Ghezzi et al. 2010 , 30 M⊕ in Mayor et al. 2011 , 0.1 MJup in Sousa et al. 2011 . This is important considering that the distribution of Super-Earths (smaller than 10 M⊕) is different to that of the Neptunes (between 10 and 40 M⊕), and dilute the significance of any trend visible for Neptunes only.
Our results are also in good agreement with the more recent paper from Wang & Fischer (2015) . These authors analyzed the Kepler results and pointed a universal correlation between the occurence rate and the host star metallicity. They show that this dependancy is weaker for terrestrial planets than for gas-dwarf planets. This is consistent with the fact that we can extrapolate such a correlation for our Neptune sample but not for our Super-Earth sample, while both are roughly equal in size. However we note that they use photometrically derived KIC metallicities, that have a poor precision. 
DISCUSSION
While the observed correlation does not imply causation, it is interesting to consider the possibility that the metallicity would drive the maximal mass of these small planets. A mass-metallicity upper boundary fits well within the core-accretion theory (Pollack et al. 1996) . Indeed, a metal poor star could see its planets forming smaller cores, that will thus accrete gas less efficiently. This translates as a maximum mass rather than a strict correlation probably because of other phenomena, such as the competition between multiple planets that decrease the quantity of matter available for a single one.
The correlation between this boundary and the period is also peculiar. A possible explanation would be that the highly irradiated parts of a protoplanetary disk are more depleted of volatile elements due to intense radiation pressure. The planets forming in these regions have a much lower amour of gas and rely more exclusively on the presence of heavier elements. Such a scenario implies that these planets are formed in situ, or at least that a significant fraction of their total mass is acquired during or after the migration. Another possible explanation is that planets do form at all metallicities, but that in metal-poor disks Neptune-like planets form farther out or do not migrate as quickly as in metal-rich disks. These planets would consequently lie outside the period ranges that are probed by current surveys. This is the mechanism proposed by Adibekyan et al. (2013) , who showed that the periods of planets more massive than 10 M⊕ orbiting metal-poor stars are preferentially longer than those orbiting metal-rich stars. However, the role of other parameters like the mass of the protoplanetary disk, the number of planets and architecture of the system or the migration type should be taken into account.
Similar studies have been performed on the Kepler Objects of Interest sample when considering the radius instead of the mass. Buchhave et al. (2014) show that the mean host star metallicity is statistically higher for larger planets, with spectroscopically derived metallicities. They categorize them into three groups of increasing metallicities : the terrestrial planets RP < 1.7R⊕, gas dwarf planets 1.7R⊕ < Rp < 3.9R⊕ and gas or ice giants 3.9R⊕ < Rp. These results are consistent with the trend we observe for the masses.
Based on the same metallicity values, Dawson et al. (2015) go one step further and show that for period greater than 15 days, for which there is no significant photoevaporation, there is a lack of rocky planets (RP < 1.5R⊕) around metal rich star, while all types of planets are found around metal poor stars. The semi-empirical mass-radius relation of small rocky exoplanets obtained by Zeng et al. (2015) shows that 1.5R⊕ corresponds to 4.2M⊕. In our sample, no planets smaller than 4.2 M⊕ at less than 15 days are found around stars more metallic than the Sun, which is therefore in agreement with Dawson et al. (2015) .
Finally, one additional remark can be made. We know at least 18 planets more massive than 40 M⊕ with [Fe/H] < -0.4 (source : exoplanets.org), when no Neptunes are found in that metallicity range, cf Section 4. Moreover the orbital periods of these planets are very different, from 2.96 days (WASP-98 b) to 956 days (HD 181720 b). There is therefore a turnover in the distribution that coincides with the planet desert that separates Neptunian and Jovian planets, between 40 and 60 M⊕. This implies that the formation mechanism of giant planets is significantly different to that of low mass planets and reinforces the role of metallicity in planetary formation.
CONCLUSION
We compiled all the known low-mass planets (M sin(i) < 40M⊕) as of december 2015 with a good precision on both minimal mass (<20 %) and host star metallicity (<0.2 dex). We studied the resulting 157 objects in the mass-metallicity diagram. The maximum mass at any given metallicity bin increases with metallicity in a seemingly linear manner (with a possible plateau below -0.5 dex), with a desert for Neptune like planets with low host-star metallicity. Observational or selection biases could not reproduce this feature, which is therefore physical in nature, as they would have either no impact or favor the detection of more massive planets that would have been located in the observed desert.
We demonstrated that there is a dependency between this upper boundary and the planets period. The boundary shrinks at shorter periods and is more expanded at longer periods. This is in agreement with an in-situ core-accretion formation mechanism where the irradiation depleted more efficiently the protoplanetary disk of its volatile content. Alternatively, it could mean that planets around metal-poor stars form at longer periods or migrate not as quickly, and would orbit outside the period range probed by current surveys. However, a number of parameters were not considered in this study, such as planet multiplicity, planetary migrations and system architecture.
This period dependent boundary has implications on the low mass planet frequency. The distribution in metallicity of Neptunes hosts (between 10 and 40 M⊕) indicates that their frequency is likely to increase with metallicity, and that this effect is stronger for high irradiation planets. On the contrary, no such effect is visible for the Super-Earth population (<10 M⊕). These results, that are corroborated by recent papers on the Kepler sample (Buchhave et al. 2014; Dawson et al. 2015; Wang & Fischer 2015) , might change the claim that the occurence rate of Neptunes is not correlated to metallicity, as opposed to giant planets. The discrepancy with previous studies (Sousa et al. 2008; Ghezzi et al. 2010; Mayor et al. 2011; Sousa et al. 2011) can be explained by a larger sample and a distinction between Neptunes and Super-Earths, that exhibit different behaviors.
The statistical properties of low mass planets are crucial to understand planetary formation. New properties such as this exclusion zone should be now explained in the framework of planet formation models. It is of prime importance to significantly increase the sample of planets in this small mass domain with accurate parameters in order to refine and assess the robustness of the current result. Our result have important implication regarding the expected results of radial velocity surveys targeting metal-poor stars. More specifically, programs dedicated to the observation of metal-poor stars on long timescales could confirm if Neptune-like planets do exist at longer periods. Upcoming programs dedicated to transit search around bright stars (TESS, CHEOPS, NGTS) alongside ground RV facilities will enable the study of thousands of low mass planets. Not only a much larger sample but additional parameters such as stellar age, multiplicity, true mass, radius or density will provide new and crucial insights on this exclusion zone, the impact of irradiation, the differences between Neptunes and Super-Earth populations and planetary formations processes. 
